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ABSTRACT

The Use of a Parity-Equity Model to Evaluate

Faculty Salary Policies

Larry A. Braskamp and, David R. Johnson

A parity-equity model for estimating the influenCes of rational and non-

rational inequity and parity (marketplace) factors on faculty salaries

was developed. A:comprehensive list of factors was classified-as rational

equity (e.g., professorial rank, years in rank, years of experience), non-

rational equity (e.g., sex, years at university), and Marketplace (average

salaries of faculty by.rank, by college, and by department at eight other

land grant AAU institutions). In a Multiple regressior analysis, 61% of the

variation in salaries of 922 faculiy was explained by professorial rank;

16% by other rational equity factors; 2% by college parity; 1% by college

affiliation; and 1% by non-rational equity factors. Neither college affilia-.

tion nor college or department parity was as important as the internal equity

factors, with the rational equity factors O8 the most important. In total,

81% of the variance in salaries was accounted for by the parity-equity Model.

The issues in using this model to evaluate salary policies are discussed.

The use of this modr-s1 is recommended for studying the year to year changes

in salary policies but its use to determine possible discrimination in salary

for an individual faculty member is problematic.
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The Use of a Parity - Equity Model

to Evaluate Faculty Salal-y Pclicies'

Faculty salaries have become an increasingly important topic during

the past few yeais. The reasons involve econom±c, moral, and legal issues.

The diminishing mobility of faculty and the rapidly rising cost of living

have caused faculty to turn thtir atte-Aion to the salary policies and

F...actices at their own institution. The legal impetus for eliminating sex

discrimination began with the Eq,..al Pay Act of 1963, but the more recent

laws and orders (e.g., Executive Orders 11246 and 11375; Article TX of the

'Education Amendments Aci of 1972) have Made antidiscrimination more than

administrative talk. Finally, the awareness and need to treat all staff

_ equally.is accepted by almost everyonc in higher education tcday so that

the issue of an equitable salary plan is no longer ,-. Lc:: The proce-

dures of determining the fairness of the salary policies and practices has

become the focus.

Many university administrators and faculty have used the internal labor

market analysis in their study of faculty salariss. (ficgmann and Maxfield,

1975; Katz, 1973; Nevin., 1975; Reagan cmd IL:yrtard,'19.74). Each institution

awards ealary increments to itS faculty in aLccrdance with the importance

it places on e set of factors meas-zing the ccatribution of a faculty member

to the institution. Usually, the set includes factors of qcholarly p-o-

ductivity, years of professional experience, academic rank and departmen-,

tal differences in salaries paid to faculty. The more recent studies con-

ducted at local institutions have included sex aS6 an additional factor so

that possible discrimination against fomales could be studied. The

results of most studies XBergmann and MaXfield, 1975; Ferber, Losb, and
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Lowry, 1976; Gordon, Morton, Braden, 1976; Katz, 1973; Nevill, 1975; Reagan

and,,Maynard, 1974) hrive shown that women receive lower salaries than cora-

parable men, a finding that) is collabOrated by national surveys (Bayer.and

/1
Astin, 1975; Johnson and'Stafford,'1974; Tuckman and Tuckman, 1976). A

predominantly internal market analy..lis may be too restrictive a model to

account for all'the influences of salary differences. Although salary

increases within a given university or college are primarily the result of

internal promotion and salary policies aimed to reward professional and

academic productivity at the institution, outside influences do effect

salaries differently in various departments.

A combination of internal policy decisions and market influences have

been used as reasons for salary differences between men and women. Reagan

and Maynard (1974) state that one important reason is the "peculiar relation-

,

ship of many women to the external labor.market." Johnson and Stafford*(1974)

),"

argue that economic factors of "human capitol" must be considered in interpret-
-

ing the difference'between men and women faculty salaries. Based on the salarics

of fuIty in six disciplines, they conclude that "over one-half of the aca-

demic salary differential by sex can be explained by the market's reaction to

voluntary choices gY females regarding.on-the-job training." (p. 902) Others

do not agree with this life cycle human capitol evolanation because there is

no solid evidence that female faculty initially select less prestigious insti-

tutions and do not seek as many opportunities to develop their human capital

as men do. (Strober and Quester, 1976) -

The study of the market influences at one institution can provide soma

insights into the importance of the external relative to the internal market

factors. The analysis can show the extent to which factors interval and

external to an institution-are associated with salary differentials of the
-.,
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faculty. The purpos...t of this study was to delielop a comprehensive list of

factors influencing"salary differences among the faculty at a land grant

university. This list of factor's classified as internal,rational equity

factora, internal non-rational equity factors, and marketplace factors was

included in a multiple regression analysis to answer the question: 'Do faculty

,receive different salaries as a result of marketplace influence., administra-

.

tive decisions, that.reflect the '.Iniversity policy on awarding faculty for their

performances or for some reams lo!lich cannot be defended as rational or fair?

More specifically, hol; has the university weighted each of"these, factors ip,

,determining the salaries of faculty?

METHOD

A parity-equity model for describing faculty salaries was developed

to describe the relative importance of several,factors on salaries. Four

different classes of factors were identified and incorporated into the

parity-equity model:

(1) Rational equity factors: Differences in experience, merit, and

administrative responsibility should be associated with salary dtfferences.

Included in this clasp were: (a) profeosorial rank, (b) professional degree,

(c) graduate faculty membership status, )(d) tenure status, (e) years in current

professoriat rank, (f) administrative responsibilities (chairperson), and (g)

years of professional experience. .

(2) Non-rational equity factors: Certain factors relating to faculty

salaries were not considered ratfonal or equitable, but may still result

in faculty salary differences: (a) sex, (b),age, (c) years at the university,

(d) 9-month versus 12-month appointment, and°(e) former administrative exper-
,

ience (former Chairperson, dean, etc.).

6
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(3) Parity or marketplace-factors: A college or department may pay

higher or lower salaries than others,because of the nature of the academic

marketplace. Average faculty salaries by college and by department in

eight other land grant Association of American Universities (AAU).institu-

tions were used as an indicator of marketplace influende.

(4) Other factors: Other factors which influence salaries could not be

Measured in thLs-study. They include werit factors which are'not reflected

in the measured rational equity factors discussed

achievementst research publications, professional

sources of inequity related to personal biases of

faculty were also not neasured.

above; e.g., scholarly

peer recognition. Other

administrators toward

Subjects:

All faculty in the colleges of Agriculture, Architecture, Arts and

Sciences, Business Administration,'Engineetag and,Technology, and Home

Economics, and'teachers with a rank of Assistant Professor and above and

employed by the unil;erA6, 'at least half

Faculty holding aftinistrative positions

persons were exnluded. Table 1 presents

timeswere included in the study.

other than departmental chair-

the number of the 922 faculty with

full, associate or.assistant professorial rank in each college.

ci

Procedures:

Insert Table I about 'here

Data for all the innrnal equity factors were obtained from petsonnel

records stored in the Office of Institutional Research-L.Thedepartmental___:_
-------

-

and college parity salaries were calculat'd from information received from

7
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the eight universities participating in the annual AAU institutional data

exchange.. Departments at the other universities were equated with the

University of Nebraska-Lincoln departmentby matching REGIS departmental codes.

:The other univerSities were'the Universities of Illinois, Iowa State, Minne-

sota, Missouri, Ohio State, Pennsylvania State, Purdue, and Wisconsin..

Results:

Several mUltiple regression analyses of various combinatioas of the

classes of thd factors were run to determine the relative importance of

each factor and of each class. If any factor listed in the equity classes

were categorical and not continuous, dummy variables were established for

each category of the factor.

Insert Table 2 about heru

Table 2 presents the findings from a regression analysis to determine

the relative importance of each factor when oniy the filternal equity factors

are included in the regression analysis. Table 2 presents the unstandardized

regression weights and standard errors.of each coefficient (weight) of each

dummy variable and-factor included in the regression. analysis. The weight

of each dummy variable represents the dollar inciement associated with tt?e.

variable category of the factor.relative to the excluded category when all

other factors ate statistically controlled. (The dummy variable for each

excluded category is listed In the note. at the btom of .the table.) The

weights of the factors, years in rank, and age re,.---sent salary increments

associated with differences between the val, cr the factols when all'othr

factors are controlled.
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The importance of the rational and non-rational equity factors on salary

differences varies 'consi,derably. Of the rational factors, Rank, Years in

Rank, Highest Degree, and Chairperson tof Department are significant when the

ratio of te regression weight and its standard error is used to indicate

statistical significance at p < .05. The other rational factors, Graduate

Faculty Status (an indicator Of research and scholarly achievement), Tenure

Status, Years bf Professional Experience do not contribute significantly

to salary differences. Two of the five non-rational equity factors included
A

in the analysis are statistically significant. They are Former De-partment,

v.

Chairperson and Years Since Hired by theUniversity. Faculty.with previous

department chairperson status receive on the average $1,456 more than othr.J.r-

wise comparable faculty. Faculty more recently hired by the uniVersity earn

higher salaries than faculty serving the institution for longer periods of

time. The longer faculty members stay, the less competitive they become,,

and faculty salary ceilings begin to show their effect. College affiliation,

not classified in this analysis as either rational or non-rationai, is also

imporotant, with faculty in the College of Business Administration receiving

$1,970 more than comparable faculty in the College of Liberal Arts: The

set of factors is highly related to aalaries, since they account for 81%

Of the variability in faculty salaries.

A second regression analysis is presented to determine the'relative

influence of the equity and marketplace classes. In this analysis, the

factors are entered into the regression equation in a predetermined order,

so that the added contribution of additional factors could be assessed

Table 3 presents the percent of variance in faculty salaries associated with

each class of factors--rational equity factors, non-rational equity* factors,

and marketplace factors--and the order they were entered into the multiple

9
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regresstdn equation. The variance explained as each facto'r class is,added 'and

explained variance are presented.

_Column 1 presents the contribution of each set of factors to,explained

variance of salar!es. Since many of the factors in the various sets are

correlated, with each other, these'add up to well over 100-percent of-the var-

iance in. salaries. The rational equity factors clearly are the most powerful

determinants of salary differences at this institution with 1.,rofessoria1. -tank

as the single most import,ant factor. While the rational equity factors-account.

for 77 percent of the total variance in salaries, professorial rank alone

accounts for over 60 percent.

Parity, or marketplace influences, as measured by the average salaries

of faculty by rank by college at the eight other land-grant inStitutions,"

accounts for over 38 perccnt of the variance in salaries". However, since

this measure was contawinated by rank, an analysis was run using only AAU

College averages to determine the contribueion of marketplace. The overall

average salary by college, standardized by rank distribution, explains only

three percent ef the 'variation in salaries. This percent is small, but only

3.9 percent of the variation in salaries is explained by college affiliation

at the institution. Finally, the non-rational equity factors by. themselves

: make a major contribution; but since mani of these_ (e.g., age and sex) are.

strongly correlated with other rational factors,,this figure means little hy

itself.

Column 2 indicates the order in which the classes of factors are entered

irto the regression equation. With all classes of faCtors included,, the

rationalequity factors account for 77 percent of the variance in salaries. _

'The variance explained by the factors other than the ra"tional equity factors

is only 4.2 percent. The college by rank marketplace contributes '2..3 percent

1 0

1
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,

to this total, making it the single most important contributor of the

, .

remaining,measured, factors. Nevertheless, the internal factors are clearly

: the most significant. While-direct measures of,merit are. lacking, wily 1.8.8

percent Of the variation in salaries remains unexplained.

A.

.A third'regression'includ.ing a measure of departmental parity was run to

°

.estimate marketplace influences at the departmentdl-level. The number of

facnity analyted was reddeed to 773 as direct departmental parity figures.-

-

for all departments were not obtainable. Whiae 18.5 percent of the varia-'

bilitY in salariea is attributed to departmental:affSliation at the university,

departmental%marketplace standardized for rank acconnts for 9.8 percent by -

itself. When added to the regression equation after the other parity and

rational equity factors, .however, departmental parity accounts for only 0.49

percent of the variation in salaries. Neither college, nor departMent parity,

therefore, i& as importaa.t as the internal equity factors.

Discussion:
. .

The parity-equity model used provides.a reasonably complete.portrayal

of salary difierences among thefaculty. Eighty-one percent of the varia-

biliiy among faculty '§alaries is accounted"for by the two internal equity

,

'factors even theugh no direct indices Of research productivity or performance

',in teaching and dervice are included as lectors. This result compares

favorably with other studies at local institution§ in which direct measures
,

f research and productiv'ity were ,included in the analyse§, e.g., BrAikamp,
1

Muffo, and Langston (1977); Gordon, et al (1976); Katz,11973); Reaganlend,

Maynard (1974).

Of the internal equity factors,. academic rank has the'greatest assocla-
- .

tion,with salary,'but such factors as former departmental chairperson'stdtu§
. .

1 1 ,

-1. I
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and years since.hired at the university are also Laportant factors to salary'

differentiils when all other factors are statistically controlled. The signi-

ficance of being a former department chairperson may reflect the importance

of specific humap capitol factors. These.faculty who historically have played

an,active role in the decision making proCess in the university may also
4

become the'beneficiary of the salary policies br practices. Or, the appoir,-

ment to such a position may be a good indicator of professional productivity

and competence.

In comparing the relative importance of each claSs'of factors, the

imporrance of yie non7rational int,erhal equity factor is small compared to

the rational equity factors and the:marketplace factors. That sex.is not a

,statistically significant faCtol: is an exception to the general findlng that

female faculty .are_paid less than comparable male faculty. One reason.for

this finding could be that college affiliation, whiph'is confounded with'

density of female faculty, is included as a factot; and"differences among

colleges could help account for the salary differences between men and

Women.
c

The association between marketplace and salaries indicates that depart-

mental salaries'at this university reqect external marketplace demands; butl-

the relationship is not high when compared to the importance of internal,-14;bor

market factors (Reagan ancrMaynard, 1974). Koch and Chizmar (1976).used tr

index of marketplace -not directly tied to the local unfversity salary strull'

ture, and found that marketplace demands for each discipline classified as

strong, moderate,'or weak were significantly related to faculty,salaries

at I4inois State University. If marketplace is used as a factor in studying

salaries, a measure of marketplace independent of the local salary structure

-"\

seems preferable to 'brie tied to the entry salary level of the institution
.14

such as average assistant professor salary by department.

12'
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When the internal and marketplace factors are all included in the analysis,

81% of the variability of salaries is accounted for. However, the standard

error of estimat'e of the predicted salary of any one faculty member is still

$1,767 since the standard deviation of salaries is $4,054. Some universities

have used the factt4al-counterfactual methodology in which a regression eqba-

tion is calculated on a group (e.g., males), and then used to predict the

salaries of another group (e.g., females) treating them as members of the

group on which the equation was calculated. This model has been used for

affirmative action purposes but the problems encountered in predicting a

salary for a single faculty member to determine possible discrimination

should not be underestimated (Braskamp, Muffo, and Langston, 1977).

A preferable use of the regression model is to run the regresSion

analyses on faculty salaries for a series of years to examine the trends and

the impact of a specific university policy or plan. For example, Koch and

Chizmar (1976) investigated over a five year period the effect of the affirma-

tive action plan to eliminate discrimination against females. By applying

the same methodology over the years they were able to determine if salary

distributions over this period eradicated any sex discrimination in salaries.

At the institution in this study, the data analyses on salaries for the subse-

quent year show that the importance of college affiliation was reduced, espe-

cially for faculty with assistant and associate professor rank. A salary

policy stressing greater departmental parity but less college affiliation

influences on salary was adopted partly in response to faculty in some colleges

and to external interest groups.

Any analytical model for evaluating faculty salaries must be used

judiciously. The results of the model are empirical; i.e., the association

of each factor to.faculty salaries is empirically determined. The relation-

13
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ship or influence of each factor in the model may not be one which the

university desires or considers to be most fair and consistent with future

plans. This approach can help the university community understand the factors

which were,used to reward salary increases in the past. If the model is tic)

be used to justify salary increases in the future, then the administrationl

and faculty are tacitly promulgating their previoua decisions. The decision

to weigh the various factors in determining faculty salaries is a policy

decision. This.model can serve as a check on the consistency with which

decisions are made, but it should not be used automatically to determine the

future importance of each factor. Justification of differences in salaries

is still the vlsponsibility of the varfous publics which are interpreted and

negotiated by the university administrators and faculty.
4.

1 4
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Table 1

Number'of Faculty by College by Rank

College

Rank

Professor AssoCiate. Assistant

Agriculture 115 70 62

Architecture 6 7 4

Arts and Sciences 167 139 85

Business Administration 24 18 10

Engineering --, 46 , 31 20

Home Economics 9 18 17

Teachers 27 37 35

1 5
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Table 2

Rerrension We:.ght2 and Standard Errors of the
Equity Factcrs in the RegreEsiol Analysis

Factor
Regression -

Weight

Standard
4

Error

Rank
Associate Professor

\.

Full Professor \

2,794
6,0,18

299
345

-)
Years in Rank (Dollars added for each year)

Assistant Professor 340 57

Associate Professor 239 33

Full Professor 271 18

Highest Degree
Bachelors' -1,1332 421

Masters -1,124 .151

Graduate Faculty Fellow A.14 147

Chairperson of Department 2,751 . 219.

Professional Experience (Dollars for each year) 24 14

Tenured

p

-336 232

.

Former Department Chairperson 1,456 272

Former Administrator 873 659

Age (Dollars for each year beyond 30) 2 12

Sex (female) -173 210

Appointment (12 month) -49 293

College Affiliation
Agriculture -202 311

Architecture 611 425

Business Administration 1,970 238

Engineering and Technology 4)7 191

Home Economics .461 343

Teachers 370 200

Years Since Hired by University
6 to 10 years -871 173

11 to 20 years -1,494 213

21 to 30 years -1,942 276

31 or more years -3,395 586

Note: Ail salaries are calculated on an- academic year basis. The excluded dummy

factors correspond to an untenured, 30-year-old male assistant professor in the

College.of Arts and-Sciences with a Ph.D. who hss been in rank one year or less, has

had no previous.experience before coming-to the university, and was hired less than

5 years ago, and,-is also not a member of the'Gradnate Faculty. Total.number,of

faculty analyzed was 911. 16
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'Table 3

Percent of Variance of Salaries

Accounted for by Each Class of Factors

Factor Class

,

(1) '

Percent
Variance
Accounted
By Set
.Alone

(2)

Order
Entered
Into
RegreSSiCh

(3)

Percent
Variance
Accounted

(4)

.

Cum.,
Variance
Accounted

Rational Equity 77.0

Professional rank 60.7 1 60.7 60.7

Other rational 45.1 2 16.3 77.0

Parity .or Marketplace
AAU College by rank 38.1 2.3 79.3

UNL College Affiliation 3.9 4 0.5 79.8

Non-rational Equity 32.0 1.4 81.2

Other Factors Not in 18.8 100.0

Analysis

17
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